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FCBStudios have delivered Higher
Education projects including faculty
buildings, libraries, student accommodation,
unions and specialist research buildings,
as well as estate strategies, masterplans
and city campuses. We bring knowledge
of evolving themes in learning, teaching
and 'student life' and enjoy collaborating
on the design of bespoke, innovative and
stimulating environments.

AWARDS

2021 RIBA Regional Award, Southampton Centenary Building
2019 WAN Awards 19, Gold, MCEIE University of Toronto
2019 Manchester Architects Society Awards, Community unbuilt Award, SODA
Manchester University
2019 CTBUH Award of Excellence, 10 year award, Broadcasting Place
2018 RIBA National Award, University Of Roehampton Library
2018 RICS Award West Midlands Design and Innovation and Project of the 		
Year Award
2017 Civic Trust Regional Award, College Hub, Kellogg College
2017 Concrete Society Award, Regional Award, Certificate of Excellence, 		
University of Roehampton Library
2015 RIBA National Award, MMU Student Union
2014 Education Estate Award, Manchester School of Art
2014 AJ Retrofit Award, Conde Nast School of Fashion
2014 Schueco Excellence Awards, Manchester School of Art
2014 RIBA National Award, Manchester School of Art
2013 Concrete Society Award, Manchester School of Art
2013 BCI Award for The Prime Minister’s Better Public Building, MMU 			
Business School & Student Hub
2013 BCI Award for Sustainability, Worcester Library

2013 RIBA National Award, MMU Business School & Student Hub
2013 RIBA Award for Sustainability and RIBA National Award, Worcester 		
Library
2013 RICS Award Community Benefit and RICS Award Design and Innovation,
Worcester Library
2013 Building Awards Sustainable Project Of The Year, Worcester Library
2013 Civic Trust Awards, Worcester Library
2012 Concrete Society Award, MMU Business School & Student Hub
2010 RIBA Award, Broadcasting Place
2010 Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat Award, Best Tall Building 		
Overall and Best Tall Building in Europe, Broadcasting Place
2008 RIBA Award, Richard Feilden House, Queen Mary College, University of 		
London
2005/06 Architect of the Year Award, Education Architect of the Year
2003 RIBA Award, OxstallsCampus, University of Gloucestershire
2003 Civic Trust Award, Special Award for Sustainability, Oxstalls Campus, 		
University of Gloucestershire
2002 Civic Trust Award, Lakeside Residencies, Aston University, Birmingham
2000 RIBA Award, Martial Rose Library, University of Winchester

Teaching
& Learning
Buildings

Temple Quarter Enterprise Campus,
University of Bristol

Temple Quarter Enterprise Campus,
University of Bristol
Client: University of Bristol
Location: Bristol
Temple Quarter Enterprise Campus is the most significant
development in the recent history of the University of
Bristol. This new city campus represents a cultural shift
in the University’s engagement with the city of Bristol.
The new campus is on a seven-acre urban brownfield site,
the former position of the Royal Mail sorting office; a longstanding ruin and now a pivotal setting for regenerating the
eastern side of the city. Located between Temple Meads
Station and the Floating Harbour, the site is prominent in
Bristol’s geography and arrival experience to the city.
The campus will have a clear focus on digital, business
and social innovation and will be home to the University’s
new School of Management, its Centre for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship and Digital Engineering. It will include
the Bristol Digital Futures Institute and the Quantum
Technology Innovation Centre and the Bristol Inclusive
Economy Initiative.
It will be a dedicated space for collaboration and
discovery where businesses, civic partners and the
local community can work together with the University’s
students, academics and researchers.

Environmental, economic and social sustainability
is at the heart of the campus development.
The design approach has considered resource use; impact on the environment; benefits to the
community and wellbeing; the connectivity of the site; and making the project fit for the future.
The buildings aim to deliver the best research, learning and business outcomes for the least energy
input. These proposals include an energy centre which recycles heat from computers and users,
solar energy, water efficiency, and rainwater harvesting. Embodied carbon informed the selection of
materials. Demolition spoil will be reused to raise the site out of the flood zone.

Ulster University, Belfast Campus

Ulster University, Belfast Campus

Client: Ulster University
Location: Belfast
Ulster University’s Greater Belfast Development heralds a
move from its 1970’s suburban Jordanstown campus into
Belfast’s busy city centre. This marks a watershed shift in
UK university development trends and our aim with this
new campus is to bring something genuinely fresh and
forward-looking to the city.
As Lead Architect on this vibrant new landmark project,
FCBStudios’ proposals feature three new University
buildings providing 73,000 square meters of academic
accommodation in Belfast’s Scotch and Cathedral
Quarter - an important emerging cultural district.

The project is being
designed to attain a rating
of BREEAM Excellent.

Our plans feature large north-facing atria ushering light
deep into the plan of the building, avoiding glare and
reducing lighting loads. A high performance façade
will reduce energy consumption, supported by a large
photovoltaic array on the roof of the three new blocks.
The green and brown roof is being designed to improve
the ecological value of the site and provide a visual focus
for occupants of the campus and the wider city.

University of Portsmouth
Victoria Park Building

University of Portsmouth
Victoria Park Building
Client: University of Portsmouth
Location: Portsmouth
Located at the meeting point between the City and the
University, The University of Portsmouth’s Victoria Park
building will act as a new front door for the university,
bringing together two faculties within 20,000m2 of
academic and teaching spaces.
Providing some of the largest teaching spaces on
campus, the building will house two 250-seat and a
500-seat lecture theatre at the lower levels of the building.
Academic workspace is focussed around two triple-height
spaces – the Park Room and the City Room – each with
a large ocular window with fantastic views out to the park,
city and the sea. These naturally lit and ventilated rooms
bring the park up through the building and with it, a sense
of wellbeing through greenery and openness.
At ground floor level, a ‘Market Hall’ will be a highly
versatile flexible civic space for the University and the
City to gather. At roof level, a double-height destination
restaurant and roof terrace will be open to the public.

Conceived as an inspirational environment, the building
is designed to enable innovative working, teaching and
learning in diverse and distinct spaces.

University of Warwick Faculty of Arts

University of Warwick
Faculty of Arts
Client: University of Warwick
Location: Warwick
The new Faculty of Arts building for Warwick University
will unite the Arts and Humanities Faculties in one
building, fostering new collaborations in the heart of
the University campus.
Considered as four light-filled pavilions set around a
grand central stair, each one houses teaching spaces,
offices and academic clusters. In place of a traditional
atrium, a large wooden stair spirals around a series of
spaces for use as studios, exhibition and event spaces.
Physical connections between the four faculty
departments will present the opportunity for
serendipitous meetings and research collaborations,
creating a strong community of scholarship, teaching
and learning.

Set within the
landscaped campus
of the University of
Warwick, the building
will become the
cultural heart of the
university, located at
the end of the main
route across campus
and in between the
Oculus Building and
the Arts Centre.

Manchester Metropolitan University
Business School and Student Hub

Manchester Metropolitan University
Business School and Student Hub
Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: Manchester
Manchester Metropolitan University’s Business School
and Student Hub was its most significant real estate
investment since the 1960s. The spectacular new building
replaces an outdated business faculty at its Aytoun site.
The new 23,000 metre square facility accommodates
5,000 students and 250 staff and is innovative in its
environmental solution, its structure and its materiality.
A unitised dichroic glass envelope playfully casts shards
of multicoloured light across the concrete interior, much
like a giant kaleidoscope.
The Business School encompasses formal teaching
spaces, while The Hub offers a vibrant street café
ambience where students trade ideas and knowledge.
It is the antithesis of the archetypal cloistered halls
of academia.

The building design
has focused heavily
on carbon reduction,
in terms of both
its operational and
embodied energy.

The completed building has achieved BREEAM Excellent
targets, exceeding the university’s target for renewables,
and improving on the energy use targets.
A ground source heat pump provides heating and cooling,
allowing heat from areas that require cooling, such as IT
rooms, to be used to heat other areas of the building or to
be used to pre-heat the domestic hot water supply.
A 1,000msq PV array contributes to off-setting the
building’s electrical demands.

Broadcasting Place

Broadcasting Place

Client: Leeds Beckett University and Downing
Location: Leeds
Broadcasting Place is a striking mixed-use development
close to Leeds city centre. A public/private partnership for
property group Downing and Leeds Beckett University,
it provides approximately 110,000 square feet of new
offices and teaching spaces, and 240 student residences
in a landmark building rising to some 23 storeys. A new
Baptist Church completes the scheme.
Key to the project’s success is the innovative approach
we’ve taken in the design of each elevation. Using software
we developed specifically for the project, we undertook a
meticulous computational analysis of every single section
of the façades. The result is a varied appearance that
optimises daylight and reduces solar penetration.

The scheme is highly
adaptable to ensure
a long lifespan and
has been awarded
BREEAM “Very Good”.
Plan forms are designed to optimize natural
daylight and allow natural ventilation where
practicable, given proximity to the motorway
that runs alongside site.
We combined façade design to optimize cooling
load and energy use through a detailed research
project involving 3D computer simulation of all
external elevations.
Corten steel was chosen as a low-maintenance
and striking façade material for the building.

Catalyst Project,
Staffordshire University

Catalyst Project,
Staffordshire University
Client: Staffordshire University
Location: Staffordshire

FCBStudios are working with Staffordshire University
to develop a new Catalyst Building on their Leek Road
campus in Stoke-on-Trent for completion in time for the
2021 academic year. This new development will provide
a number of state of the art teaching and learning
facilities. The University’s brief called for a landmark
gateway building which will facilitate apprenticeships
within the University and the wider region, be an attractive
learning environment to students, and be the focus for the
University’s employer and stakeholder engagement.
The new development seeks to include modern digitallyenhanced social learning environments (complete with
modern library), a food court and flexible event and
conference facilities, whilst responding sympathetically
to a post-industrial heritage and busy urban context.

The £40million project
will be exceptionally
efficient in construction
and operation, exploiting
innovative methods of
pre-fabrication and
pre-construction whilst
allowing flexibility for
reconfiguration as future
needs change.

University of Southampton
Centenary Building

University of Southampton
Centenary Building

Low environmental impact is

Client: University of Southampton
Location: Southampton

the Centenary Building.

The Centenary Building provides shared learning and
teaching facilities for the University of Southampton’s
Highfield Campus. Responding to recent shifts in learning
patterns and the emergence of new technologies,
the building provides modern spaces for flexible and
collaborative learning and includes lecture theatres,
seminar rooms, a café and independent and group
study spaces.
The two wings of the building, at four and seven storeys,
are joined by a generous central staircase. Larger learning
spaces are located at lower levels of the building with
smaller spaces higher up. Independent study spaces next
to the main lecture theatre offer a variety of environments
in which to learn. The top of the building, with its farreaching views, is open to all.
It connects to the bus interchange, a key point of arrival
at campus, and to the existing common land to the West.
Negotiating a change in level, the Centre sits within two
new landscapes, each responding to the different site
characteristics: the lime tree courtyard to the south, and
a more contemplative courtyard to the north nestled
between the Murray Building and the Law Building.

at the heart of the design of
The principle objectives
were to reduce the site’s
contribution to the causes of
climate change by reducing
the site’s needs for energy.
By minimising the emissions of CO2 associated with this,
and providing some of the requirements by renewable/
sustainable means.
To benchmark this process, the Building Research
Establishment’s Environmental Assessment Methodology
(BREEAM) methodology has been used for the
teaching and learning centre. This considers the broad
environmental concerns of climate change, pollution,
impact on occupants and the wider community. They
balance this with the need for a high quality, safe and
healthy internal environment. These standards go beyond
the requirements of the Building Regulations.

Arts &
Music

Manchester School of Art

Manchester School of Art

Our approach was to express
a modern interpretation of the

Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: Manchester
This major extension to the Manchester School of Art,
which began life in the 1830s, has provided an engaging
and lively environment for students and staff to work and
study and has helped re-assert both the Art School and
the University’s profile on the national stage.
A highly visible Vertical Gallery space acts as a shop
window providing a showcase for the School of Art to
the University and the wider City. Behind the gallery is
an interactive ‘hybrid’ studio designed to break down
traditional hierarchies and foster creative collaboration
between disciplines instead.

traditional warehouse typology
which made Manchester such
a success through its textile
trade in the 19th century.
The new build Benzie Building comprises two key
elements. The first is the working heart of the building
comprising open studios, workshops and teaching
spaces known as the Design Shed. The second is the
seven-storey Vertical Gallery - the link between the
existing 1960s arts tower and the new studio building.
This gallery provides a showcase space for students’
creations and a shop window for the faculty itself.

Royal Birmingham Conservatoire

Royal Birmingham Conservatoire

Client: Birmingham City University
Location: Birmingham
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire’s new state-of-theart home is the first purpose-built music college to be
constructed in the UK since 1987 and is the only one in
the country which has been specifically designed to cater
for the demands of the digital age.
It houses five performance venues: a public concert hall
with the capacity of 500 seats and a full orchestra, a 150
seat recital hall, The Lab - a ‘black box’ experimental
music space, a 100 seat organ studio and the Eastside
Jazz Club as well as 70 practice rooms of various sizes.
The new building is in the heart of the City’s learning
quarter, on the border between Birmingham and Aston.
It will act as a cultural hub, contributing to the performing
and visual arts within the city and region, as well as for
students of the University.

The specialist acoustic
requirements of the building
made mechanical ventilation
and some cooling a necessity,
so energy efficiency was driven
through careful selection
of highly efficient systems,
taking on-site generation
opportunities where possible.
Ventilation systems feature full heat recovery and
high efficiency fan systems, while lighting is LED
throughout with advanced daylight and occupancy
sensing. Electrical generation is achieved on
site through a combination of rooftop PV and a
combined heat and power plant providing space
heating and electrical generation.

Plymouth College of Art

Plymouth College of Art

Client: Plymouth College of Art
Location: Plymouth
Plymouth College of Art is committed to promoting
diminishing crafts to students and the public. Critically,
the College seeks to bring together traditional making
processes with digital design.
Our scheme focusses on reconfiguring the old workshops
to work in tandem with a series of new high-ceilinged
studios. Large windows face onto the street, allowing
glimpses of glass-blowing, pot-throwing and other craft
processes going on inside.
Alongside the craft workshops is a new open access
centre called FabLab Plymouth which is part of an
international network of digital design and prototyping
studios. The centre offers access to these facilities for
all students at the University, as well as local designers,
makers and the public.

The black metal
cladding on the lower
half of the building
reflects the blackening,
semi-industrial
processes taking place
in the ground floor
workshops. Glass and
concrete to upper floors
denote these ‘cleaner’
digital design spaces.

The Edge, University of Bath

The Edge, University of Bath

Client: University of Bath
Location: Bath
The Edge is a new centre for the arts at the University
of Bath, which brings together a range of spaces for the
visual and performing arts under a single roof. The £6m
remodelling and extension of the University’s Arts Theatre
– originally designed by Peter and Alison Smithson,
but never fully completed – houses the new Institute of
Contemporary Interdisciplinary Arts (ICIA), a centre of arts
excellence in the university and the city.
Bath University is a largely science and technology based
institution, but the Vice Chancellor recognises the value of
creative arts integrated into the life of the university.
Key to the design brief was to bring together diverse art
forms and practices and help foster new interactions
between disciplines. The building provides a 220
seat theatre, an art gallery, dance and performance
studios, visual arts studios and music practice rooms
for individuals and ensembles. It also, deliberately and
provocatively, provides research rooms for the school of
management at the heart of a new creative arts building.

The arts centre enables the
university to engage more fully
with the local community and
wider region, and to provide an
innovative and attractive public
programme of arts events.

The building is a simple geometric form, clad with
reflective folded and perforated aluminium cladding,
which gives the building a distinctive presence among
the many new academic and residential buildings being
developed on campus. It shares a new foyer space and
a courtyard garden with the original Smithson theatre,
and rises to form a simple geometrical wedge shaped
building, where the top floor dance studio looks out
towards the distant landscape beyond the campus.

Condé Nast School of Fashion
& Design, London

Condé Nast School of Fashion
& Design, London
Client: Condé Nast Publications
Location: Soho, London
Condé Nast, the internationally renowned publishing
house famous for such titles as Vogue, Tatler and House
& Garden, commissioned FCBStudios to design a
bespoke teaching environment in the heart of London’s
Soho. The Condé Nast College of Fashion and Design
now offers diplomas in a range of design-based courses.
The design brief was to create a multi-functional fashion
and design school that could be adapted for both
teaching and event hire. The scheme had to convey a
strong sense of the Condé Nast brand while fitting in
sympathetically with the Soho streetscape.

Working with two existing
inter-connected buildings we
responded carefully to the
rhythm and materials of the
historic Georgian terraces

External areas are remodelled with large open spaces on
the ground floor. The mixed brickwork is left exposed to
express the layered history of the building. Enlargement of
the facing windows introduces this texture to the interior.
The entrance to the building is steel plated and opens
into a double-height lobby, overlooked by the gallery. A
two metre-high feature light in blue crocheted fabric by
Naomi Paul and a mirrored wall in the foyer both express
the design raison d’être of the college and create instant
visual impact.

MMU SODA (School of Digital Arts)

MMU SODA (School of Digital Arts)

Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: Manchester
The Manchester Metropolitan University School of Digital
Arts (SODA) aims to create a new kind of art school
provision, a new interdisciplinary learning environment
that reflects the ubiquity of the screen in all our lives and
will develop interdisciplinary talent to support Greater
Manchester’s creative and digital industries.
SODA will be a future-facing resource that recognises
that screen and post-screen interactions in the
future will be central to human communication. This
ambition recognises that technological advances and
convergences between different creative digital sectors
will completely transform the kinds of expertise that are
needed to serve this greatly expanded range of screen
and post-screen based interactions.
The entrance to the school announces these intentions
boldly, with a four-storey video light wall on the northern
façade marking the campus approach and creating
a platform where the work of the students can be
displayed. A pleated metal façade reflects the local
context and activity above a new pedestrian street
between SODA and the adjacent Benzie Building,
part of the Manchester School of Art.

The building is future proofed and will be able to
respond to changes in technology.
It will contain a digital innovation lab, open workspaces, green screens, edit suites, screening space,
a media gallery, sound and music studios and production studios.
It will house subjects that span film, animation, UX design, photography, games design, AI and more.

Science &
Engineering

Central Quad, TU Dublin
Grangegorman Campus

Central Quad, TU Dublin
Grangegorman Campus
Client: Eurigena Consortium / TU Dublin
Location: Dublin
FCBStudios have been working with TU Dublin to design
the Central Quad of a science, research and innovationled campus on a major city centre site.
The Central and East Quads will act as landmarks at the
heart of the new Grangegorman Campus, inspiring the
students and staff who use the facilities daily as well as
adding significantly to the TU Dublin vision of connecting
with the community and the city. Once complete, the
campus will bring TU Dublin’s 20,000 staff and students,
currently housed in 39 buildings across Dublin, together
in a single integrated campus.
With common learning areas throughout the building, the
Central Quad is a hub which will bring life to the functions
of the schools and colleges. A double-height atrium
marks a clear entrance to the quad and houses exhibition
space alongside the building’s reception and security.
Routes across the quad make it an open and accessible
building, announcing its role as a teaching and social centre
for the university, bringing together staff, students and the
local community to interact, engage and learn together.

The Central Quad is
a contemporary and
dynamic interpretation
of the classic
university quadrangle.

It will contain shared general teaching space as well as a
range of specialist learning spaces including wet and dry
laboratories, workshops, kitchens, support spaces and
teaching restaurants.
The quadrangle space is focused on a magnificent
existing copper beech and surrounded by a simple,
but generous, colonnade. Large windows look inwards
to the green space of the quad and outwards to the
Grangegorman Campus neighbourhood.

Myhal Centre, University of Toronto

Myhal Centre, University of Toronto

Client: University of Toronto
Location: Toronto, Canada

Designed with a 100-year design
life and constructed to Toronto
Green Standard Tier 2 level.
As an exemplar of low energy
design for the city, the building

Located at the heart of the university’s city centre
campus, and designed in collaboration with Toronto
based practice, Montgomery Sisam Architects, the Myhal
Centre for Engineering Innovation & Entrepreneurship
(MCEIE) is a cross-disciplinary research and teaching
hub. It serves the University’s wide range of engineering
disciplines, from heavy mechanical engineering through to
computer engineering.
The scheme includes a sophisticated 500 seat
collaborative lecture theatre, workshop and Lab spaces,
TEAL rooms, innovation incubator suites allied to industry
presence rooms, versatile design studios, and a doubleheight extra-curricular club space called ‘The Arena’ as
well as communal facilities including a café and shared
social learning spaces. Read more about ‘Spaces for
Learning’ in our Explore Journal.

has an anticipated energy use
intensity (EUI) of 100 kWh/
m2 - less than half that of its
university neighbours.
The Centre signals a new era for engineering
education through a design that encourages
group work outside the traditional seminar room,
providing dynamic and flexible environments that
break down artificial barriers between people,
foster collaboration, encourage active learning
and accelerate innovation.

London Centre for Nanotechnology

London Centre for Nanotechnology

Client: UCL and Imperial College
Location: London

The base is clad in Portland Stone with large glazed openings
and white clay bricks facing the rear courtyard elevation.
The central portion consists of a ‘layered’ façade comprising
an inner stainless steel rainscreen clad wall, and an outer
layer of perforated stainless steel ‘brise soleil’.

The London Centre for Nanotechnology is a joint
enterprise between UCL and Imperial College which aims
to put British science at the centre of this increasingly
important field.
The laboratory spaces, including a 200 square metre
clean room, have exceptionally rigorous specifications
with tightly controlled and stable environmental
conditions. Much of the building houses highly sensitive
instruments for the preparation and investigation of
nanoscale structures and materials.
The building seeks to exploit the material characteristics
of the double skin environmental façade to create a moiré
pattern – moiré patterns being one of the tools first used
by scientists to measure particles at the atomic scale.

The University of Plymouth
Engineering and Design Facility

University of Plymouth Engineering
and Design Facility
Client: University of Plymouth
Location: Plymouth
The proposals for The University of Plymouth’s Design
and Engineering facility seek to extend and refurbish the
1979 Babbage Building, creating more than 10,000m²
of research and teaching space. It will be an open and
connected building that will be an innovative new home
for Plymouth’s School of Engineering, Computing and
Mathematics and provide additional space for the School
of Art, Design and Architecture. It will promote creativity,
cross-disciplinary collaboration and wellbeing.
The building is a key component of the university’s
masterplan, and will act as a western gateway at the
threshold of the University and the City of Plymouth. Clad
in glass and teal-blue glazed brick slip panels serve to unify
the existing and new areas in a common external skin.
On the upper level, terraces provide additional outdoor
teaching spaces, their informal character reinforced by
a soft landscape base, such that the building has the
impression of growing out of the landscape.

The strategic decision to
reuse the existing Babbage
structure means that the
New Engineering and Design
Facility will inherently have far
lower embodied carbon than
a new-build alternative.
The new façade provides improved
airtightness, and environmental conditioning
makes use of the thermal mass of the concrete
frame. Heating is delivered from the existing
University Heat Network and an onsite PV array
will offset CO2 emissions.
The refurbishment will take the building back
to the original concrete frame – a characterful
waffle-slab constructed square grid - that will
be revealed by stripping out suspended ceilings
and overhead services to create a cascade of
double – height spaces through the formerly
enclosed plan.

School of Biological Sciences,
University of Edinburgh

School of Biological Sciences,
University of Edinburgh
Client: Edinburgh
Location: Edinburgh

This ambitious project
will renovate a 1960s
science tower to improve
its appearance and
environmental performance.

FCBStudios beat off some very stiff competition to redesign
the University of Edinburgh’s 10-storey Darwin Laboratory
Building. The project aims to consolidate the School
of Biological Sciences research activities in enhanced
and better-connected facilities, by encouraging closer
collaboration between disciplines.
The scheme also includes two new specialist lab buildings
and an atrium which connects all three buildings to a new
hub of meeting rooms, offices and catering facilities.
This is FCBStudios’ first major commission in Scotland
and builds on our previous laboratory work completed
for UCL’s Centre for Nanotechnology. Our team is
supported by Belfast-based architectural practice Ostick
and Williams, for their lab expertise, and by WYG for all
engineering services.

Cambridge Biocentrum

Cambridge Biocentrum

Client: University of Cambridge
Location: Cambridge
The School of Biological Sciences currently occupies two
locations in central Cambridge, the Downing Site and the
Old Addenbrooke’s Site. The masterplan focusses on the
creation of a new Biocentrum with world class facilities
and a ‘front door’ to the School. A multidisciplinary team,
including engineers, a building conservation specialist,
educational advisor, development manager, scientists
and heads of departments of the university, led by FCB,
worked closely to steer strategic decision on the brief
development, shaping the brief and designs during a
thorough stakeholder consultation process.
The most valued and historic buildings will provide a
home for a dedicated teaching hub, as well as reception
building with public functions, including seminar rooms,
social learning spaces, a cafeteria and a library.
The buildings are set out around a new social ‘heart’
framing a green campus court, bringing together
research, teaching and a public functions.
A complex phasing strategy explores the next steps of
the project’s feasibility, minimising disruption to existing
research programmes, to create a 21st century Biocentrum.

The departmental
structure will be
reconfirgured into a
series of academic
clusters, fostering
interdisciplinary
research, and located
in flexible and linked
research space.

Central
Resources

University of Roehampton Library

University of Roehampton Library

The Library is designed to be a passive building in energy and
comfort terms, with highly insulated façades, high levels of

Client: University of Roehampton
Location: Roehampton
The new Library at the University of Roehampton is the
centrepiece of an ambitious campus masterplan and
characterised by a generous park and garden landscape
that makes it unique among London’s universities.
The aspiration was for an enduring architecture: a library
building with gravitas and longevity. This is achieved
through a clear architectural language; the colonnade
activating the landscape and lake, the piano nobile floors
and deeply recessed upper storey. This is continued with a
simple palette of high quality materials; externally focussed
around masonry and reveal, internally the weaving of
expressed pre-cast concrete structure and oak linings.
The new Library delivers over 1,200 study spaces,
staff support and work areas, specialist digitisation and
collection management over five floors and 7,840sqm.
It fulfils a number of specialist functions focussed around
the University’s education and teaching, and celebrates
the rich history of the four Colleges that form the
University through fixed exhibition spaces.

airtightness and roofs supported by a thermally activated
building slab (TABS) system installed into the concrete soffits.
The building also has a roof-mounted 3.5kW photovoltaic array and
connection to a combined heat and power unit that also supplies
the neighbouring Elm Grove residential and conference centre.

The Hive, Worcester Library

The Hive, Worcester Library
Client: University of Worcester and
Worcestershire County Council
Location: Worcestershire
The Hive was conceived as a truly accessible building
(that would not preclude any potential visitor or staff
member using all the facilities) within a built form that
would be innovative in operation with low carbon impact.
It is a testament to the strength of a collective vision
pursued by the client, design and contractor teams
working collaboratively to create a high performing low
carbon building.
The Hive is the successful culmination of a groundbreaking
partnership between Worcester County Council and the
University of Worcester to create a fully integrated public
and university library. This is an idea completely new to
the UK and highly innovative internationally. The Hive is
also home to the county archives and record office, a local
history centre, and the county’s archaeology service.

The Hive was designed
to meet a challenging
sustainability brief,
including a 50%
reduction in Part L
CO2 emissions.

The building is cooled using water from the nearby
River Severn, and a biomass boiler uses locally sourced
woodchip to generate heat. By incorporating sustainable
measures such as these, The Hive achieved an ‘A’ rating
from the EPC and BREEAM Outstanding.
Since it opened it has been continuously monitored to
reveal that it operates at an electrical energy consumption
of 50kWh·m-2 year-1, about half of its design target (and
one third to one quarter that of many contemporary
office buildings).

Student
Experience

University of Bristol
Senate House

University of Bristol
Senate House
Client: University of Bristol
Location: Bristol
Senate House refurbishment project seeks to deliver key
student-facing functions to the heart of the University of
Bristol campus precinct, based around the repurposing of
an existing 1960s administration building. It aspires to be
the welcome and home to students throughout their time
at UoB.
The new courtyard extension will be the focal point of the
building, bringing new catering services including an SU
café bar to Tyndall Avenue, and facing the potential new
Library site. The remaining floors offer a mix of studentfocussed and supporting spaces, including SU presences
in consultation and meeting spaces, study areas and
free-purpose commons spaces. Alongside this are new
functions to the University, such as Student Information
Service, Global Lounge and PGR hub.
These spaces are key to the range and diversity of the
building that is also reflected in the supporting spaces,
looking to be as broadly welcoming a home as possible
– offering a variety of spaces through study, consultation,
catering and commons that can suit all needs from
individual to groups.

The architecture seeks to bring diversity together to create a
language of materials and colours that are distinctly Senate
House, but also allows each user to clearly have their own identity.

Richmond Building,
University of Bristol

Richmond Building,
University of Bristol
Client: University of Bristol
Location: Bristol
The Richmond Building has been transformed from a
tired 1960s steel and concrete structure into a multi-use
University building, still home to the Student Union, but
also to cultural, performance, teaching, study and
social functions.
Over the past 50 years, a series of ad-hoc changes to
the interior has made the spaces cluttered and inflexible.
Asbestos was present throughout the building, the fabric
leaked energy resulting in extremely high running costs and
neighbours found the building ugly, noisy and incongruous
in the Clifton Conservation Area. Our task was to make the
Richmond Building welcoming, accessible, environmentally
efficient and spatially hard-working.
During a four-phased construction programme,
throughout which the building remained open, an
‘excavation’ of the interior took place. The concrete soffit
was exposed, redundant services were stripped out and
renewed and the layout reconfigured to create flexible
spaces that could be used throughout the day and into
the evening. A foyer extension added much-needed
clarity to the entrance, both inside and out, and provided
space for new changing facilities for the swimming pool.

The combination of re-using
the existing building and
radically improving how it
operates has resulted in a
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating
and, importantly, helped to
meet the University’s exacting
sustainability targets.
The building’s concrete and steel frame was in good
health. To demolish and re-build would have been a
far less sustainable option as the embodied energy
associated with a building’s construction accounts
for a major part of its lifetime CO2 emissions.
A new glazing design, combined with new layouts,
allowed a shift to natural ventilation for many of the
spaces. The existing concrete soffits have been left
exposed throughout, providing thermal mass to help
regulate internal temperatures. Our sustainable design
principles have resulted in a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating
and an EPC certification that has moved from E to B.

Centre for Student Life
Cardiff University

Centre for Student Life
Cardiff University
Client: Cardiff University
Location: Cardiff
An inspirational new building at the heart of the Cardiff
University campus developed alongside, and in partnership
with its students Union. The new Centre for Student
Life building will deliver a world leading holistic student
experience providing for every facet of student life.
The Centre for Student Life is part of a major investment
in the student experience and part of the biggest campus
upgrade in a generation at Cardiff University, in response
to requests from students for enhanced services and
improved spaces for learning and studying.
FCBStudios gained planning permission for the Centre for
Student Life in December 2016.

The new building
will create a
central hub for
student support
services as well as
offering modern,
flexible social
learning spaces
and a technologyrich 550-seat
lecture theatre.

Manchester Metropolitan University
Student Union

Manchester Metropolitan University
Student Union
Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: Manchester
Following our successful completion of the nearby
Manchester School of Art, we have designed this building
to be robust and functional – to cope with the rigours of
a busy student union – but also decorative and playfully
detailed. Exterior surfaces are made from textured
graphite bricks, similar in colour to materials used at the
School of Art, but contrasting with the surrounding red
brick buildings. Interiors feature ceramic tiles inspired by
the glazed tiling found on local Victorian buildings, such
as The Salutation pub next door, which has been run by
the union since 2011 and retains its original 1840s décor.
Internal spaces are open and flexible, featuring exposed
structures and services and pre-cast concrete walls,
which creates a no-nonsense and informal atmosphere.
The new building is equipped for all the things a modern
student union needs – table tennis, pool tables and coffee
shops for the daytime, bars and sound systems for the
night time. It also has meeting rooms and office spaces
for the more serious side of running a student union.

A tough, flexible and fun
new building made from
materials that reflect
its cultural importance
and pay homage to
neighbouring Victorian
pubs and playhouses.
A range of thoughtful details lighten the industrial
feel inside, such as a chequerboard relief
cast into the concrete of the foyer and steel
balusters laser-cut with tiny diamond crosses.
We’ve punctuated the grey of the concrete and
dark external brickwork with a cheeky yellow, so
a double-height yellow wall greets you on arrival,
while yellow handrails, furniture and mustard
yellow tiling continue the theme inside.

Kellogg College Hub,
University of Oxford

Kellogg College Hub,
University of Oxford
Client: Kellogg College, University of Oxford
Location: Oxford
The new café and common room for staff, students
and visitors at Kellogg College is a small project with
a big impact.
Kellogg College is the University of Oxford’s largest and
most international graduate college, with over 1,000
students from 90 countries following 110 programmes of
study from across the University’s four academic divisions
and the Department of Continuing Education.
The College Hub is positioned to preserve the original
villa boundaries and also to create four distinct College
gardens, each with a different role and character. Key
paths flank the building on all sides to link the College
quarters, and provide students with opportunities to pop
in, pause and chat with others as they encounter the Hub.
The environmental impact of the building is very small. It
has been designed to Passivhaus principles with rigorous
standards of air tightness and insulation to produce a
very low energy building. Large panels of south facing
glazing maximise useful solar gains with summer shading
provided by the terrace structure. The project is the first
Passivhaus certified building for Oxford University.

The building is designed to
Passivhaus principles, which
focuses on reducing heating
demand and maximising air
tightness to produce a very
low energy building.

As a result the building is orientated to face south to
maximise winter solar gain, with reduced glazing to the
north, east and west, to minimise heat loss.
The flat roof reduces heat lost from excessive surface
area and extends over the south terrace to protect the
heavily glazed façade from summer overheating. Heat
loss is further reduced through thick construction buildups with very low U-values whilst super airtightness is
achieved by a solid concrete shell, rigorous detailing
and attention to detail on site.

Croft Gardens, King’s College,
Cambridge University

Croft Gardens, King’s College,
Cambridge University
Client: King’s College Cambridge
Location: Cambridge

The brief demanded
low carbon emissions,
Passivhaus standards and
stipulated that the scheme
should be designed for a

Croft Gardens is a project for King’s College, Cambridge,
proposing residential accommodation for students and
fellows in a new community south-west of the city.
The scheme aspires to provide high quality enduring
architecture which complements the Conservation
Area setting, delivered with an exemplar approach to
sustainability. The proposal will create 84 new homes for
graduates, fellows and their families, as well as generous
gardens and communal areas.
Targeting a 100-year design life, the scheme uses highquality materials which emanate a sense of permanence;
these are buildings which are designed to last. Externally,
soft waterstruck gault clay bricks and handmade plain
roof tiles imply a sense of monolith and reference
surrounding vernacular materials.

lifetime of 100 years.
Alongside the high standards of Passivhaus
building performance the project is being
assessed against a bespoke sustainability
matrix with an holistic view of sustainability
within the contexts of the immediate
site and global climate. This matrix
demonstrates excellence in health and
wellbeing, landscape and nature, water,
materials and waste, community and
neighbourhood, and construction impacts.
It is expected Croft Gardens will be carbon
negative for the first 7-10 years of operation,
driven in a large part by the embodied
sequestered carbon through use of CLT
for its structure and timber as an internal
finishing material.

Masterplanning
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University of Bristol Masterplan

Client: University of Bristol
Location: Bristol
We were appointed by the University of Bristol to develop
a Strategic Masterplan for the Central Precinct area. The
site is highly prominent on the Bristol skyline and forms
an important part of the character of the city. It is also an
historically sensitive site, covering four conservation areas
and including a number of significant Listed buildings
including the Grade I Listed Royal Fort House and
Gardens at the heart of the site, with the impressive
Wills Memorial Tower and Library adjacent.
Our brief was to produce a vision for the University which
would accommodate expansion and consolidation of
the site over the next 10-15 years. The scheme includes
provision of 50,000 square metres of new build, including
a new Learning Resource Centre, Student Union, teaching
accommodation and recreation facilities on a range of
demanding building sites across the precinct. It also
provides the opportunity for an iconic tall building for
the city.

Extensive research was
undertaken to develop a
conservation strategy for
the site, which explored
its special significance
in terms of archaeology,
historical development,
landscape and townscape.
The design scheme was reviewed by CABE in
February 2005 and was subsequently adopted
as Supplementary Planning Guidance by the City
Council, forming the basis of an ambitious phase
of building to re-shape the University over the
coming decade.

University of Sheffield Masterplan

University of Sheffield Masterplan

Client: University of Sheffield
Location: Sheffield
The University of Sheffield was founded in 1905, and was
one of the six ‘red brick’ civic universities built before the
First World War. The estate has grown to 350,000sqm
with a population of 26,000 students and 7,000 staff.
The central campus stretches between the city centre
and the leafy western suburbs of Sheffield. The wider
estate reaches to all corners of the city, and includes
student residences, sports facilities and manufacturing
research facilities.
The last ten years have seen a transformation of the city
centre’s public realm, in particular the ‘Gold Route’; a high
quality pedestrian axis through the city connecting its key
public spaces and buildings, terminating at the university
campus edge. The character of the campus public realm
is weak in contrast to both the city centre and its own
building stock.

The Masterplan includes a study
of all potential development sites
within the campus to meet future
growth, a transport strategy
focusing on improving public
transport links through the site
and a sustainability strategy for
both the landscape and sitewide energy distribution.
FCBStudios with Grant Associates have produced a
Masterplan that involves the development of a public
realm strategy that will define the character of the
University quarter, whilst also enhancing the integration
of the ‘urban campus’ with the city.
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